
2019 BLACK BEAR SEASON

Across British Columbia this seemed the case, from the interior to the coast. The hunting as a result 

was a bit more challenging than normal, with bears feeding more irregularly and less frequently 

sighted. Regardless, we had a fantastic Spring season and harvested 12 big mature bears, and 

topped last year’s results. 

We began with Tony Popp, Caleb Barrett, and Tagert 

Parvinen. These gentleman helped build a Trapping 

Cabin on our north end last spring, and in our downtime 

we attempted to find a nice bear end of June for Caleb. 

We were unsuccessful, so the guys came back this spring 

and on day two, connected on a camp robber. An old, 

beaten up warrior had been frequenting the area looking 

for an easy meal, and he was in rough shape. He came 

into camp over a half dozen times, and the last was his 

undoing. Bears like this become a problem, and need to 

eventually be removed otherwise someone can be hurt, 

or significant material damage to camps may also occur. 

Caleb made a handy shot laying across our woodpile in 

camp, and the bear ran no more than 50 yards before 

piling up. Upon closer inspection, we found the old boar 

had sustained a fractured forearm and ankle on his front 

left leg, shattered vertically. It was an older injury, and his ankle was completely fused solid, unable 

to bend. The poor bugger was skin and bones, and on his deathbed. This is always the reason bears 

get into the routine of frequenting inhabited areas. Unfortunately, it is usually how they meet their 

end as well. This was a great bear to harvest, as he was extremely old and in very poor shape, and 

we most assuredly saved him a harsh death at the hands of mother nature, either starving or being 

eaten by another predator. Caleb’s black bear squared up at 6’5” with a very long skull.

Spring 2019 surprised us all. Our snowpack this winter was 50% less than 2018, so this brought 

on an early melt off. Resultantly, the mountains were dry by mid-April and from that point on 

we did not see any rain or significant warm weather spells until mid-May. April was a brown 

zone, with little to no vegetation growing anywhere. Once the rain began and mixed with hot 

sunny days however, the grass seemed to grow multiple inches overnight. The result was a 

strange spring with zero scat piles found on the roads, as bears had no need to feed heavily 

along road systems…as there was a bounty of feed in the forest. 
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Next up was Cory Smith. Cory was our very first California 

Bighorn hunter once we acquired the area. We put in our time 

and effort, and even came close to shooting the legendary 

Chevron. By close, I mean 5 yards or less…but…it’s hunting 

and things don’t always go as planned. Needless to say, 

Chevron is still a legend and roaming freely until next time. 

Afterwards, Cory was successful on harvesting the prettiest 

color phase bear of the season, with an extremely thick dark 

brown hide. It measured just over 5 and a half feet. We 

continued to hunt hard looking for a second bear, and a giant 

at that, and on the last hour of the last day, we connected on a 

massive 7 foot black. 

Patrick Wengert was in camp during  the same timeframe as 

Cory, and hunted with guides Sam Richardson and Maya 

Poirer. Sam and Maya are fellow guides from Arctic Red, and 

were a valuable asset to the Arcadia Team this Spring. On day 

two of the hunt, Pat shot himself the lightest color bear of our 

season, a gorgeous “blonde” color phase boar that squared up 

at 6’4”. One of the prettiest colored male bears we have seen 

here yet. 

Our next week was followed up by return client Alex Lindus, 

who last season harvested our biggest bear of the year 

squaring up at 7 feet. Alex brought along his cousin Rick and 

brother Andy. The hunting was a bit slow, and the weather 

stayed cool and dry for the duration of their hunt. Rick had a 

few good rifle opportunities at some nice bears, but was really 

looking forward to shooting one with his bow. His guide Sam 

worked hard to get him within range, but just had no luck 

connecting. On the last day Rick took a shot at a giant Black 

bear, but unfortunately missed the shot and went home 

empty handed. Andy and Alex hunted together with myself, 

and on day two, we rolled around a corner and found a “black 

cow” swimming in a pond on top of the mountain. At least, 

that was my first impression. Upon a closer 1/2 second 

inspection, it turned into an “ANDY, SHOOT!” type of situation. 

After a quick offhanded shot, Andy connected on the BIGGEST 

black bear we have ever seen first-hand. To be honest, the 

biggest bear including grizzly, that I have ever guided 

personally. This monster was ancient, with no canines left, all 

worn down to nubs. His face was battle scarred, and his body 

massive. He weighed in at 420lbs in the Spring!! This was the 

first bear we have ever bothered weighing in camp, but it was 

a necessity. He had over 4 inches of back fat, which is unheard 

of for a spring bear. This old boy had it figured out! Andy’s 

giant measured in at 8 foot nose to tail, and 8’6” claw to 

claw…squaring up over 8 feet. After speaking with a local 
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taxidermist, the only bear they could remember measuring this large, was taken over 20 years ago, and 

they have seen over 5000 bears in that timeframe. Testament to how large this bear actually is. Congrats 

Andy on your first bear, and one you likely will never beat! Andy and the guys had so much fun they 

decided to book up two full weeks next spring for themselves and some family. We can’t wait!

Next, we brought in Shane Nielsen and Bailey Thorup. Shane had 

wanted to do a father- daughter trip for a while, so after 

discussion with Bailey, they decided to come up to British 

Columbia looking for giant Black bears. That’s exactly what they 

found. Bailey and I had one of the most exciting up-close and 

personal stalks I have ever had, sitting within yards of her big 

black boar as he bred a color phase sow. We had to take our time, 

as we were in thick timber and on a steep sidehill. Eventually we 

worked our way in close, and Bailey shot offhanded at 60 yards 

and dropped the 7’2” black giant, who ran no more than 20 yards. 

We continued hunting, and a few days later harvested a beautiful 

6’7” black with Shane as well, who was also rutting hard. Now 

Shane has to deal with me up North on his Sheep hunt at Arctic 

Red this coming fall! I think we may have to do a bit more hiking 

up there…

The same week, Sam and Maya guided successful Wild Sheep 

Foundation auction bidder Paul Gann on his black bear hunt. 

Accompanying Paul was his good friend Lance Manning who was 

there to photograph and hang out. Paul and Lance hunted our 

northern region, and were dealt a handful of foggy cold, rainy 

days. After having no success in the poor weather, they came back 

South to our basecamp and on the last evening, connected on an 

absolute giant 7’6” squared black boar from an area we had 

attempted to get him all last Spring. It was nice to finally see him 

on the ground, as previously, I had only ever seen his scat and 

tracks along the road, but never the giant physically. Paul’s 

monster weighed in at 420lbs as well! I’d say Paul had one heck of 
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a hunt, and we are looking forward to seeing him again next 

spring. It may be a hard one to top!

Our next week was fairly open, as dates and hunts were swapped 

around to accommodate client’s schedules. Mats Helgesson from 

Sweden decided to take the plunge and booked with us last 

minute, thanks to Martin Brenne from Norway, our good friend 

who comes to Canada each year to train his dogs with us. Mats also 

brought along his Norwegian Elk Hound, in the hopes of 

successfully treeing a few bears and hoping to shoot a good one 

after some good dog work. On day one of the hunt, we had a 

perfect rifle opportunity at a big color phase boar, but Mats 

decided to try his luck with his dog Ex instead. Unfortunately, the 

bear ran a bit faster than Ex, and quickly outdistanced him in the 

log block and was gone. We continued to tree a few bears 

throughout the hunt, but let them go as they were usually large 

sows, some even close to 7 feet squared, very large old females. 

These are our breeding stock though, and we are as selective as 

possible in order to maintain a healthy bear population in our area. 

On day 4 of the hunt, we bumped a big black off of a road, and let 

Ex free to try our luck. After 20 minutes of the big black treeing, he 

eventually came back down before we could arrive, and continued 

to walk on, realizing Ex was not really a threat. We were lucky and 

managed to catch the big guy walking through an open cut block 

and Mats made a quick clean shot and put him down. To say Ex 

was proud of his work would be an understatement…he would 

not leave that bear’s side until he was completely quartered and in 

our backpacks. Mats’ black measured up at 6’7”. 

Our final hunt of the season brought back good friends and 

hunters Beau Beus, and Travis Poulson. Along came Jay and 

Braxton Taylor as well, all friends from Utah. 

Travis made quick work of his first tag and handily shot a nice 6’ 

color phase on day two of his hunt, early on. This left guide Nolan 

Osborne to switch gears over to Beau, who was then given a hand 

by guide Lorne Stourac as well. As a team, they worked together to 

find Beau a giant black that we had hunted all last spring and this 

one as well, and been constantly unsuccessful on. Through 

persistence, they managed to put him down on the second last 

day of the hunt, and we couldn’t have been happier. Beau’s giant 

black measured in just over 7’3” and had the second largest skull of 

the season. He was scarred up and clearly the king of his domain. Congrats Beau on an absolute tank. 

Jay and Braxton hunted with myself, and we were constantly in hot pursuit of a few giants we had chased 

all season. It seemed we were always just a step behind, and couldn’t quite make it work out, being in 

position an hour after the big boys would come out and feed. On day three, while scouting a newer area, 
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Jay Taylor managed to put down a gorgeous light brown color 

phase that squared 6 feet. At 78 years old, this was his first 

“outfitted” hunt, and we sure had a blast with him. A true 

gentleman the likes of which are few and far between nowadays. 

One can only hope to be as cool as him at his age! Later, Braxton 

and I had an opportunity at what we are sure would have been 

the biggest black bear of the year at the end of the hunt, but 

things didn’t go our way and he continues to roam the Arcadia 

mountains. You can’t win them all, but its sure fun trying, and this 

is what keeps us going. 

All told this Spring we harvested 12 bears, and had our best 

Spring to date. Our overall size average on all 12 bears was 6’9” 

squared. Eight bears were black in color, and four were color 

phase. Our previous season saw our size average sitting just 

under 6’8” squared, so to top that on even more bears harvested 

means we must be doing something right. Through persistence 

and learning more and more about the area as time passes, we 

are getting to know our bears on almost a personal level, 

learning their habits and figuring out the terrain they live in. We found multiple dens this Spring, and will 

be placing trail cameras in those locations to learn more about denning habits and bears in general. We 

are looking forward to the results. Thanks to everyone who came out this Spring and made it a great one, 

and to our fantastic guides Sam, Maya, Nolan and Lorne for the help. Also a big thanks to my wife Rosi for 

her hard work at camp keeping the place nice and tidy, and putting delicious meals in front of us. This 

year was a special treat as well with the disco nights…a big hit with everyone in camp! 

After such a great season, our 2020 bookings filled up fast. We only take a handful of clients each spring 

in order to maintain our size and ensure the harvest of mature bears. We are now booking for Spring 

2021, and only have half availability remaining. If you are interested in being among the few to hunt the 

Arcadia Mountain Ranges with us for giants that roam the land, make sure to contact us ASAP, or you 

may miss your opportunity. Until next time, stay safe, and happy hunting. 


